
Wanna Manapua?

Original Charsiu 

BAKED: $2.35
Perfecting our Chun family recipe for our Baked Manapua bread took us 10 years and is a treasured secret. We are 

also proud of our charsiu filling, which we cook at high heat to add a bit of char and a unique flavor that can only 

come from a wok. Our Baked Manapua helped to put us on the map and continues to be an island favorite.  

STEAMED: $1.99
Steamed Manapua lovers argue that this product is better than our Baked Manapua. Probably because our pillowy 

soft steamed bread rivals that of our baked bread. Try one of each and you be the judge!  

STEAMED ASSORTED FILLINGS: $2.15

(Also available baked in limited quantities for $2.35, so please call ahead for availability)

GARLIC CHICKEN: (2 black dots)
Here's the secret, we use a litte bit of honey to round out the flavor of our garlic chicken filling. 

KALUA PIG: (red circle)
We take the time to slow cook our Kalua pig filling to ensure our pull apart pork is balanced between smoky and 

savory flavors.  

UBE (Hawaiian sweet potato): (green X)
Beautifully purple, smooth, and subtly sweet, our signature ube filling is enjoyed by adults and kids alike, and 

continues to be a top seller.  

PIZZA:     (yellow dot)
One of our original assorted fillings, this manapua is filled with stringy mozzarella cheese, pepperoni, and made-

from-scratch tomato sauce.  
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SHOYU CHICKEN: (one red dot one purple dot)
A local staple, our diced shoyu chicken is marinated with just the right amounts of brown sugar and ginger. 

SPICY PORK: (two green dots)
We marinate our pork in a fiery szechuan sauce and combine it with wok seared shiitake mushrooms and chilis to 

give you something with a little more pep!  

THAI CURRY CHICKEN: (one green dot one purple dot)
This filling started off as a monthly special but was so popular we added it to our permanent menu. We use yellow 

thai curry and fresh herbs to give this filling its bold flavor.  

AZUKI BEAN:     (one red dot)
Red azuki beans have been an island favorite for all sorts of sweet treats. Try it in our manapua for something 

different!  

CREAM CHEESE  

We are the home of the original sweet cream cheese manapua. The popularity of this manapua means we run out 

quickly, so it's a good idea to call ahead!  

LUP CHEONG  

A classic Chinese sausage rolled in a fresh bun that is steamed until fluffy soft. 

MINI MANAPUA: $1.25
These little guys satisfy big cravings! Available in any of our flavors, steamed minis are perfect for any occasion.

Please give us a call ahead if you'd like to order these.  Occasionally we may need 24 hour notice.  

BAKED HOT DOG MANAPUA: $2.35
We never settle for anything less than the best, which is why we only use jumbo Miller's brand 100% beef hot 

dogs.  

BAKED CUSTARD MANAPUA: $2.35
This sweet custard treat is topped with made-from-scratch cookie dough and baked until golden brown 
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